Patient Education

COVID-19 Discharge Instructions

You must carefully read the "Consumer Information Use and Disclaimer" below in order to understand and correctly use this information.

About this topic

Coronavirus disease 2019 is also known as COVID-19. It is caused by a virus called SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2).

The signs of COVID-19 most often start 4 to 5 days after you have been infected. In some people, it can take up to 2 weeks to show signs. Others never show signs of the infection. You may have a cough, fever, shaking chills, and it may be hard to breathe. You may be very tired, have muscle aches, a headache, or sore throat. Some people have an upset stomach or loose stools. Others lose their sense of smell or taste. You may not have these signs all the time and they may come and go while you are sick.

The virus spreads easily through droplets when you talk, sneeze, or cough. You can pass the virus to others when you are talking close together, singing, hugging, sharing food, or shaking hands. Doctors believe the germs also survive on surfaces like tables, door handles, and telephones. However, this is not a common way that COVID-19 spreads. You can also spread the infection even if you don’t have any symptoms. This is why getting a vaccine is one of the best ways to keep you healthy and slow the spread of the virus. People age 12 and older should also get a booster shot to give them extra protection.

Some people have a mild case of COVID-19 and are able to stay at home and away from others until they feel better. Others may need to be in the hospital if they are very sick. Some people with COVID-19 can have some symptoms for weeks or months. People with COVID-19 must isolate themselves. You can start to be around others when your doctor says it is safe to do so.
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What care is needed at home?

- Ask your doctor what you need to do when you go home. Make sure you ask questions if you do not understand what the doctor says.
• If the doctor prescribed medicines to treat COVID-19, be sure to follow all instructions for taking them.
• Drink lots of water, juice, or broth to replace fluids lost from a fever.
• You may use cool mist humidifiers to help ease congestion and coughing.
• Use 2 to 3 pillows to prop yourself up when you lie down to make it easier to breathe and sleep.
• Do not smoke and do not drink beer, wine, and mixed drinks (alcohol).
• If you have not had the COVID-19 vaccine and booster, get one after your infection has resolved. This will help lower the chance of passing the infection to others.
• To lower the chance of passing the infection to others:
  o Stay home for at least 5 days while you recover. Only go out if you need to get medical care. Wear a mask if you must be around others at home or in public.
  o At home, try to stay in a separate room, away from other people and animals. This is called "self-isolation." Use a separate bathroom if possible.
  o Wear a mask over your mouth and nose if you are around others. Respirator masks like N95 and KN95 can filter out even very tiny air particles. Whatever type of mask you use, it’s important that it fit snugly over your face with no gaps. You can improve the fit by using a mask with an adjustable nose wire, adjusting or knotting the ear loops to make it tighter, or wearing a cloth mask on top of a disposable mask. If other people have to be in the same room or vehicle with you, they should wear a mask also.
  o Practice social distancing. Try to stay at least 6 feet (about 2 meters) from other people.
• Wash your hands often. Avoid touching your face, especially your mouth, nose, and eyes.
• Avoid sharing personal items with other people in the household.
• Do not make food for others.
• Continue to self-isolate until your doctor or nurse tells you it’s OK to return to your normal activities. When you can stop self-isolation will depend on if you have a fever and if your symptoms are improving. In some cases, you may need to self-isolate until you have a negative test (showing that the virus is no longer in your body).

What follow-up care is needed?
• Your doctor may ask you to make visits to the office to check on your progress. Be sure to keep these visits. Make sure you wear a mask at these visits.
• If you can, tell the staff you have COVID-19 ahead of time so they can take extra care to stop the disease from spreading.
• It may take a few weeks before your health returns to normal.

What drugs may be needed?
The doctor may order drugs to:

- Help with breathing
- Help with fever
- Help with swelling in your airways and lungs
- Control coughing
- Ease a sore throat
- Help a runny or stuffy nose

**Will physical activity be limited?**

You may have to limit your physical activity. Talk to your doctor about the right amount of activity for you. If you have been very sick with COVID-19, it can take some time to get your strength back.

**Will there be any other care needed?**

Doctors do not know how long you can pass the virus on to others after you are sick. This is why it is important to stay in a separate room, if possible, when you are sick. For now, doctors are giving general guidelines for you to follow after you have been sick. You can end isolation after 5 days if:

- You are fever free for 24 hours without taking any drugs to lower your fever.
- Your symptoms are getting better.

You should continue to wear a mask around other people until 10 total days have passed or until you have 2 negative COVID tests 48 hours apart. If you test positive for COVID, you may still be able to pass the infection on to others. Continue to wear a mask and test every 48 hours until you have 2 negative COVID tests.

Talk with your doctor about getting a COVID-19 vaccine or booster.

**What problems could happen?**

- Fluid loss. This is dehydration.
- Short-term or long-term lung damage
- Heart problems
- Death

**When do I need to call the doctor?**

- You are having so much trouble breathing that you can only say one or two words at a time.
- You need to sit upright at all times to be able to breathe and/or cannot lie down.
- You are very confused or cannot stay awake.
- Your lips or skin start to turn blue or grey.
• You think you might be having a medical emergency. Some examples of medical emergencies are:
  o Severe chest pain.
  o Not able to speak or move normally.
• You have trouble breathing when talking or sitting still.
• You have new shortness of breath.
• You become weak or dizzy.
• You have very dark urine or do not pass urine for more than 8 hours.
• You have new or worsening COVID-19 symptoms like:
  o Fever
  o Cough
  o Feeling very tired
  o Shaking chills
  o Headache
  o Trouble swallowing
  o Throwing up
  o Loose stools
  o Reddish purple spots on your fingers or toes

Teach Back: Helping You Understand

The Teach Back Method helps you understand the information we are giving you. After you talk with the staff, tell them in your own words what you learned. This helps to make sure the staff has described each thing clearly. It also helps to explain things that may have been confusing. Before going home, make sure you can do these:

• I can tell you about my condition.
• I can tell you what may help ease my breathing.
• I can tell you what I can do to help avoid passing the infection to others.
• I can tell you what I will do if I have trouble breathing; feel sleepy or confused; or my fingertips, fingernails, skin, or lips are blue.

Where can I learn more?
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention